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islandindividual@keithsketchley.com

From: Keith Sketchley <keith@moralindividualism.com>
Sent: June 7, 2020 8:08 AM
To: islandindividual@keithsketchley.com
Subject: Bonnie Henry's major mistakes with SARS-cov(2) virus

Bonnie Henry's first major mistake dealing with the SARS-cov(2) virus causing COVID-19 illness was 
to put blind faith in projections from the theories called ‘models, instead of listening to experienced 
epidemiologists who advise that those calculations always exaggerate.  
 
‘Modelling’ depends on accurate complete data, which will never exist for an infection that many 
people shrug off and for which cause of death is recorded and reported quite differently even within 
the same fiefdom, and on factors such as the bizarre situation of care aides working in more than one 
residence. Read articles linked from http://www.moralindividualism.com/cv19lnks.doc for learned 
recommendations.  
 
Ms. Henry then proceeded to ignore reality – the knowledge of who is vulnerable from Italy’s 
experience. In contrast, Florida considered that knowledge, acted to protect care residences, and 
succeeded without ‘lockdown’. Note the many experienced epidemiologists who advise that 
‘lockdowns’ do not work and may actually be counter-productive. 
 
Read https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/05/coronavirus-crisis-ron-desantis-florida-covid-19-
strategy/?fbclid=IwAR1hUJroCy7HdUpL-0Y9rP5nPWDnBaoImxTGj7lG4Z-GiPxxoNQWH6JpXeQ 
and https://hailtoyou.wordpress.com/2020/05/10/against-the-corona-panic-part-xi-stay-open-sweden-
set-to-lose-0-02-of-total-population-to-coronavirus-in-line-with-usual-peak-flu-years-2020-may-equal-
2018-in-total-mortality-why-did-we-destroy-t/ for a start, noting Florida was assertive with care 
residences and hospitals whereas BC was not. 
 
She overlooked that Italy’s shortage of hospital space resulted from shoving anyone infected into 
hospital thus taking a bed someone critically needed. She had the benefit of Italy going first, but did 
not use it. 
 
Bonnie Henry advocated lockdown, apparently changing her mind from earlier work, which may kill 
more people than COVID-10 – people are dying while waiting for surgery. Dying from fear of going to 
hospital until too late – fear fomented by her boss Hypocrite Horgan, aided by Trudeau Jr. who plays 
a cheap xenophobe game against the country that includes the state of Florida. (I wonder if he 
bashes Sweden which also succeeded without lockdowns.) Dying from suicide. And eventually from 
the effect of  worse health from working harder or sliding into poverty because of job loss, and into 
booze which the BC government considers ‘essential’ so kept peddling it. 
 
Meanwhile BC had problems with outbreaks in care residences, a shortage of personal protective 
equipment while its bureaucracies claimed not wearing a mask was better than a homemade one for 
lesser medical needs, and agencies that couldn’t even get a meaningful list of symptoms correct. Its 
bureaucracies can’t even get vaccine against the perennially killing corona virus INFLUENZA until 
five weeks after it is available less than 40 kilometres to the south . 
 
With pandering politicians who obscure needed educational communication with their incessant 
puffery. 
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Worse in the long run is the attempts by lazy politicians to reduce what feeds and protects them – 
freedom, and the emotionalism that was not prevalent in past pandemics such as Hong Kong flu, 
swine flu, and SARS the original. 
 
Voters! If you truly care about your health ou should find and help elect candidates who will be 
stewards of the public trust, not erratic do-gooder control freak meddlers who’ve panicked into an 
economic Depression. Politicians who don’t trust the majority of people to act sensibly – oh, maybe 
they imagine everyone is like themselves. 
 
 

Humans are inherently good, but to thrive 
need protection against coercion by those who err. 
http://www.moralindividualism.com  
 

Keith Sketchley 
 
Saanich BC 
250-216-3966 

 


